2nd Grade

To support families, communities, and teachers in realizing the goals of the Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS), this guide provides an overview of the learning expectations for preschool. This
guide offers some learning experiences students may engage in at school that may also be
supported at home.

The comprehensive health standards in the elementary years focus on
developing individual skills to enhance physical, emotional, and social
wellness and using those individual skills in family, school, and community
environments. In each grade, the standards ask students to investigate
healthy eating and living habits, explore positive communication strategies,
examine effective decision-making, and identify ways to ensure personal
and community safety.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Physical and Personal Wellness: Identify eating behaviors that contribute to good health and recognize
basic childhood chronic diseases.



Social and Emotional Wellness: Utilize knowledge and skills to develop a positive self-concept;
use knowledge and skills to develop an awareness of others and maintain healthy relationships.



Prevention and Risk Management: Identify the dangers of using tobacco products and being exposed to
second hand smoke and marijuana products; categorize safe and proper use of household products;
explain why bullying is harmful and how to respond appropriately; demonstrate interpersonal
communication skills to prevent injury or to ask for help in an emergency or unsafe or bullying situation.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Describing how a healthy diet helps provide the energy to move, think clearly, and solve problems
throughout the day.



Identifying appropriate portion sizes of various types of foods.



Recognizing the body signals (being full or hungry).



Making safe decisions in emergency situations.



Categorizing common childhood and chronic diseases.



Examining how people express their emotions in a variety of ways.



Utilizing appropriate ways to express emotions at school, work, or within the family.



Expressing verbal and non-verbal communication.



Demonstrating effective refusal skills.



Analyzing similarities and differences between teasing and bullying.



Identifying the dangers and effects of tobacco use, marijuana use, and second-hand smoke.



Determining the safe use of substances and household products.



Identify ways that technology can distract us and cause unsafe situations.

The dance standards in the elementary years focus on general dance
knowledge and skills to ensure a solid foundation for more specialized
dance studies. In each grade, students explore various dance forms, gain
body awareness and movement skills, develop problem-solving skills
through dance making, and respond to dance performances.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Movement, Technique, and Performance (Perform/Present): Demonstrate how to watch and recreate
movements; accurately and expressively perform simple dance sequences.



Create, Compose and Choreograph (Create): Create dances that use a short phrase or gesture that is
repeated within the dance.



Historical and Cultural Context (Know/Comprehend): Discuss the ways dance is used in various
societal/community traditions.



Reflect, Connect, and Respond (Critique/Evaluate/Refine): Identify differences between dance styles
or cultural dances; discuss the emotions connected with performing or watching particular dances (happy,
sad, angry).

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Demonstrating a variety of simple dance movement combinations.



Choosing how to move to music or following a teacher’s movements.



Assisting their classmates and teacher in composing a class dance about a favorite story or character.



Discussing when/where dances are performed in various community celebrations.



Discussing the traditions, culture, and nation/country connected with a specific dance.



Explaining personal dance preferences.

The drama and theatre arts standards in the elementary years focus on
general drama knowledge/skills and basic theatre elements to ensure a
solid foundation for more specialized study in later grades, including
technical theatre, creative movement, improvisation,
acting/writing/directing, and film studies. Students discover techniques;
perform theatrical works; explore characters, plot, and themes; investigate
dramatic texts; discover and describe personal theatre preferences; and
explore constructive ways to reflect and respond to various dramatic works.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Create: Demonstrate basic sounds, movements, and facial expressions to create a character; improvise
story elements (beginning, middle, end) using body and voice individually and in groups.



Perform: Act out the elements of a short story, use voice and movement to show character choices
(demonstrating reactions, feelings, relationships, and ideas), and convey meaning in an artistic work
through collaboration.



Critically Respond: Identify the causes and effects of character actions in stories; discuss the choices
made to show setting, characters, and plot of stories; and examine how personal preferences impact an
audience reaction.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Exploring body posture and sounds to bring a character to life; practicing improvisation such as changing
the reaction of a character to the same situation.



Explaining the basic plot of a story and ways to change the story (telling a fairy tale from the side of the
villain).



Deciding how to create a setting for a story or scene (using body, backdrops, set pieces, and or and
props).



Collaborate with others to compose a scene.



Participating in a class discussion about a theatre performance.

The mathematics standards in the elementary years focus on number and
operations. Ideas from measurement and geometry help students learn
about numbers and quantities. In each grade, students make sense of
problems, explain their thinking, and describe their world with
mathematics.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Number and Quantity: Use an understanding of place value to add and subtract within 100.



Algebra and Functions: Fluently (consistently) add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies.



Data, Statistics, and Probability: Read and create pictographs and bar graphs; relate addition and
subtraction to length, time and money.



Geometry: Build, draw, and analyze 2-dimensional shapes (squares and triangles) and 3-dimensional
shapes (cubes and pyramids).

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Mentally adding and subtracting problems like 17 - 5, 13 + 6, and 15 - 12.



Skip counting by 5s (5, 10, 15), 10s (10, 20, 30), and 100s (100, 200, 300) starting at different numbers.



Solving two-digit addition and subtraction problems using a variety of strategies.



Using number lines to solve addition and subtraction word problems.



Exploring the features of shapes and ways to break shapes into halves, thirds, and fourths.

The music standards in the elementary years focus on general music
knowledge and skills to ensure a solid foundation for the opportunity for
more specialized musical study in later years. In each elementary grade,
students investigate and perform various music styles and genres, examine
the language of music through identifying and writing simple music
notation, consider simple musical composition processes, and develop the
ability to describe their own musical preferences as well as critique the
music of others.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Expression of Music (Perform/Present): Perform simple musical patterns, songs, and respond to teacher
and peer feedback to improve musical skills.



Creation of Music (Create): Create instrumental and vocal patterns to accompany poems, rhymes, and
stories.



Theory of Music (Know/Comprehend): Use musical vocabulary to accurately identify music elements
(dynamics-loud/soft, simple types of notes, patterns of notes, types of tones-low/high); recognize changes
in tempo (speed) and dynamics (volume), and recognize types of instruments.



Aesthetic Valuation of Music (Appreciate and Understand): Explore and discuss music from various
cultures and discuss music students like.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Singing or playing a variety of simple songs.



Choosing movements to complement sounds.



Composing, with a teacher and fellow students, new sounds or ideas.



Demonstrating learned rhythms through a variety of ways.



Discussing a song from another culture.



Expressing opinions (like and dislikes) about particular prices of music.

The physical education standards in the elementary years focus on
enhancing movement concepts and skills, understanding basic healthrelated components and skill-related components of fitness and how it
relates to personal fitness, demonstrating respect, and the ability to follow
directions. In each grade, students demonstrate various movement
concepts; assess personal behaviors; connect fitness development to body
systems; demonstrate respect for self, others, and various physical activity
environments; and utilize safety procedures during physical activities.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Movement Competence and Understanding: Demonstrate the elements of movement in combination
with a variety of locomotor skills (e.g., walking, running, sliding); demonstrate control and balance in
traveling and weight-bearing activities using a variety of body parts and implements; use feedback to
improve performance.



Physical and Personal Wellness: Identify healthy habits for personal wellness.



Social and Emotional Wellness: Demonstrate positive and helpful behavior and words toward other
students.



Prevention and Risk Management: Apply rules, procedures, and safe practices in the classroom.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Demonstrating skipping, hopping, galloping, and sliding while transitioning on command and identifying
major characteristics of the skills walking, running, jumping, hopping, and leaping.



Creating a routine that includes two types of body rolls such as a log roll, egg roll, shoulder roll, or forward
roll and a stationary balance position after each roll.



Demonstrating static and dynamic balance on lines or low beams and benches.



Using instructor feedback to identify strengths and weaknesses.



Identifying healthy food choices to fuel the body.



Encouraging others by using verbal and nonverbal communication.



Maintaining safety within personal space while using implements.

The reading, writing, and communicating standards in preschool are aligned
to the expectations within Colorado’s Early Learning and Development
Guidelines and the latest revision of the Head Start Early Learning
Outcomes Framework. They outline development expectations and
indicators of progress for preschool age students in receptive and
expressive language; understanding and obtaining meaning from stories
and information from books and other texts; phonological awareness;
concepts of early decoding; names and sounds associated with alphabetic
knowledge; emerging skills to communicate through written
representations, symbols, and letters; and asking a question to identify and
define a problem and its possible solution.
Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Oral Expression and Listening: Learn new information, expand understanding, and engage in better
conversations by listening actively (eye contact, asking questions, body posture).



Reading for All Purposes: Decode (sound out and pronounce) words with accuracy based on spelling
patterns and word parts (root words, prefixes, suffixes); read fluently (with proper speed, accuracy, and
expression) by using skills and strategies to help them understand books, stories, poems and
informational books (“how to” books, instructions).



Writing and Composition: Use the writing process (plan, write, clean up, share) to write stories,
information, and opinion pieces; use correct spelling, capitalization, grammar, and punctuation at grade
level.



Research Inquiry and Design: Use different materials and resources to find information and answer
questions about a topic; use questions to determine if something “makes sense” in the resources.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Using phonics and knowledge of words (spelling patterns, root words, prefixes, and suffixes) to read
fluently (with appropriate speed, accuracy, and expression); using decoding skills (sound out and
pronounce) to read and understand stories, informational books (“how to” books, books about inventors
and inventions), and opinion pieces (favorite movies, activities, games); identifying key ideas and
supporting details in reading to understand and talk about a story, poem, or book.



Drawing and writing in response to readings as a way to “think through” ideas; sharing ideas about topics
or the readings in small group discussions; building on others' comments in shared discussions; asking
questions of group members; actively listening (using eye contact, body posture) when working with
fellow students.



Discussing the author’s word choices and use of images in a story, poem, or book; explaining how words
and illustrations, charts, visuals and photos work together in a story or book; comparing two stories
(characters, themes, setting) or two informational books (main ideas, details, illustrations).



Writing narratives (real or imagined stories) to describe events; writing to explain a topic (“how to” steps,
instructions); writing to express an opinion (favorite writer, favorite character); using resources to find
answers to questions; using details to improve writing; talking about writing with classmates and adults;
using writing mechanics (capitalization, commas, apostrophes, and different sentence beginnings)
consistently.

Three-dimensional science standards in the elementary grades lay the
foundation for students to work and think like scientists and engineers. We
also see strong connections to skills students will use to be successful with
reading, literacy, and mathematics. In elementary grades, we will explore
disciplinary core ideas in physical, life, and Earth and space sciences via
phenomena in the world around us. Learners in elementary grades develop
and ask testable questions, collect, and analyze different types of
evidence, and write and communicate our understanding. Mastery of these
standards will result in young learners who have a deep understanding of
how scientific knowledge can provide solutions to practical problems we
see in our world.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Physical Science: Matter exists as different substances that have observable properties.



Life Science: Plants depend on water and light to grow and on animals for pollination or to move their
seeds around; living things live in a variety of places.



Earth Science: Some events on Earth occur quickly, others can occur slowly; wind and water can change
the shape of the land, and models can show the shape and these change.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Conducting investigations to describe and classify different kinds of materials by their observable
properties.



Constructing an argument with evidence that some changes caused by heating or cooling can be reversed,
and some cannot.



Planning and conducting an investigation to see if plants need sunlight and water to grow.



Making observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity of life in different habitats.



Comparing multiple solutions designed to slow or prevent wind or water from changing the shape of the
land.



Using evidence from several sources to provide evidence that Earth events can occur quickly (ex. volcanic
explosions) or slowly (ex. erosion of rocks).

The social studies standards in the elementary years begin with individuals
and families and move from there to explorations of neighborhoods,
communities, the state of Colorado, and the United States. In each grade,
students investigate historical events, examine geographic features and
resources, consider economic decision-making processes, and define civic
roles and responsibilities.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


History: Use timelines, artifacts, and documents to consider the different people, perspectives, and
events that make up the historical story of their community and or neighborhood.



Geography: Use different kinds of maps to describe a community or neighborhood, explain how
communities manage nonrenewable and renewable resources, explain how communities have developed,
explain the relationship between communities and their environmental characteristics, and how
community members have adapted to the physical environment.



Economics: Explain how resources are scarce. Personal Financial Literacy: Investigate cost and benefits to
make informed personal financial decisions.



Civics: Consider options for how people participate in decision making in the community and identify the
ways in which community members can work together to resolve conflicts.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Creating and using timelines to sequence, examine, and explain historical events in the community;
examining photos, newspaper articles, and other sources of historical community news.



Using map keys, symbols, and legends to locate and identify information on globes and maps; categorizing
various physical/environmental aspects of the community (landforms, water sources).



Giving examples of why resources are scarce; identifying products and services made and available in the
community; creating examples of personal financial decisions (saving v. spending).



Defining and describing the characteristics of a responsible community member (actions, attitude);
generating examples of civic responsibilities; crafting sets of rules that particular communities
(classrooms, schools, neighborhoods) might agree upon; discussing problems and solutions within the
community.

The visual arts standards in preschool focus on experiences and exploration
in art-making and with art materials. This helps to develop a foundation and
appreciation for visual art. In preschool, students identify art in their daily
surroundings, experience that art can be used to represent stories and
ideas, explore various art-making processes, and begin to see how art is a
part of their community.

Expectations for 2nd Grade Students:


Observe and Learn to Comprehend (Know/Comprehend): Explain the reasons behind and/or decisions
for making a piece of art; use basic art terms when discussing their art and the art of others.



Envision and Critique to Reflect (Critique/Evaluate/Refine): Express the meaning or personal importance
of a work of art.



Invent and Discover to Create (Create/Present): Use familiar symbols in artwork; use personal ideas to
explore different ways to make art.



Relate and Connect to Transfer (Connect/Apply/Transfer): Make art about family, school, and
community life.

Throughout 2nd Grade You May Find Students:


Identifying elements in a piece of art such as simple shapes, lines, colors.



Trying out many different ways to make artwork that represents personal thoughts and ideas.



Finding symbols from daily lives to use and place in artwork.



Identifying art in daily life and why the presence of art is important.

The world language standards are organized in language proficiency range
levels. Language proficiency refers to the degree of skill with which a
person can use a language to understand, speak, read, write, and listen in
real-life situations. Colorado’s standards provide guidance for the
introduction of a new language (novice-low) through the minimum
proficiency range deemed postsecondary and workforce ready (advancedlow).

The world languages standards in the elementary years create a roadmap to guide K-5 students in the process of
learning a new language and understanding diverse cultural perspectives, as well as developing insights into their
own language and culture at the appropriate developmental stage. The standards reflect a performance-based
discipline which emphasizes communication skills (interpersonal speaking and writing; interpretive reading,
listening, and viewing and presentational speaking and writing) in a new language to navigate real-life situations.
Students use the newly acquired language while making connections with other academic disciplines, comparing
both the nature of language and the nature of culture with their own language and the one being learned and with
investigation and interaction of cultural practices and products in order to better understand multiple
perspectives. These standards prepare students to participate more fully in the interconnected global community
and the international marketplace.
Why are world language standards organized in language proficiency range levels? Language proficiency refers to
the degree of skill with which a person can use a language to understand, speak, read, write, and listen in real-life
situations. Colorado’s standards provide guidance for the introduction of a new language (novice-low) through the
minimum proficiency range deemed postsecondary and workforce ready (advanced-low). Progression through
levels of proficiency is influenced by program design such as grade levels, competency-based programs, time for
language instruction, and immersion programs. Language programs in many schools districts have multiple entry
points. Both the length and the type of program design impact both language acquisition and proficiency level for
students.

To view the expectations for elementary students at the various proficiency ranges, go to:
http://www.cde.state.co.us/standardsandinstruction/2020cas-wl-es-guides

